PLANNING DEPARTMENT
970.668.4200

0037 Peak One Dr. | PO Box 5660

www.SummitCountyCO.gov

Frisco, CO 80443

BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
AGENDA
September 21, 2022 – 5:30 P.M.

This meeting will be conducted in person at:
Buffalo Mountain Room
County Commons
0037 Peak One Drive
Frisco, CO 80443
The public is welcome to attend in person or via Zoom by using the following information:
To join the meeting by phone, dial
(719) 359 4580 or (669) 444 9171
Webinar ID: 876 6535 3162
Passcode: 7912096729
To join from your computer, tablet or smartphone:

https://summitcountyco-gov.zoom.us/j/87665353162?pwd=NTIyTis0bDJJa1dhZ3JuTVFqWnEzZz09

Passcode: BOA_2022!!

I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

ROLL CALL

III.

APPROVAL OF SUMMARY OF MOTIONS: February 16, 2022

IV.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA: Additions, Deletions, Change of Order

V.

NEW BUSINESS
None

VI.

CONSENT AGENDA
None

VII.

PUBLIC HEARINGS
PLN22-070: Variance to increase the bulk and mass of a detached garage within the 25-foot rear
setback; Lot 10, Block 3, Dillon Valley Sub #1; a 0.27 acre parcel, zoned R-6 with Plan.

VIII.

WORK SESSION ITEMS
None

IX.

DISCUSSION ITEMS

X.

ADJOURNMENT

BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
SUMMARY OF MOTIONS
February 16, 2022
(Zoom Meeting)
BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT: Ryan Taylor, Ira Tane, Brian Birenbach and Ted Pilling,
STAFF PRESENT: Suzanne Pugsley, Jim Curnutte
Ira Tane, Vice-Chair, called the meeting of the Board of Adjustment to order at 5:36 p.m.
Approval of Summary of Motions: The Summary of Motions of the November 17, 2021 meeting were
approved as submitted.
APPROVAL OF AGENDA: Agenda approved as submitted.
CONSENT AGENDA - None
PUBLIC HEARINGS
1. Planning Case PLN21-099; a request for a variance from the 15-foot side setback to allow
for a garage to be located 5 feet from the side (east) property line; Lot 21, Loveland Pass
Village; a 0.11 acre parcel zoned R-2.
Ted Pilling made a motion to approve PLN21-099 with the following findings and condition:
Findings:
1. The strict application of the County's Zoning Regulations would result in peculiar and exceptional
practical difficulties to or exceptional and undue hardship upon the property owner in the
development of the property because the only reasonable place to site a garage will encroach into
the required setbacks.
2. The variance can be granted without substantial impairment to the public health, safety, and welfare
as there are no public safety concerns associated with the proposed addition.
3. The variance can be granted without substantial impairment to the intent of the County’s Zoning
Regulations because the proposed garage will comply with all other County regulations, excluding
the required 15-foot east side setback where the garage is proposed.
4. Granting the variance would not constitute a grant of special privilege since there have been
numerous setback variances approved in Loveland Pass Village as well as throughout Summit County
for a garage of no more than 400 square feet in size.
5. Reasonable use of the property is not available without granting a variance since there is no
reasonable location on the property available to site a garage aside from within the required setbacks.
6. The parcel for which the variance is being granted was not created in violation of County zoning or
subdivision regulations or in violation of Colorado State Statutes because the subject property was
legally created via the plat for Loveland Pass Village Subdivision, recorded under Reception Number
91804 in 1960, prior to the adoption of the County’s zoning regulations on June 2, 1969.
Condition:
1. Prior to final inspection for the addition, the frame storage shed and covered entry shall either be
removed or be in compliance with the standards set forth in Section 3505.13 of the Code.
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Ryan Taylor seconded the motion.
Vote: 4-0
WORK SESSION ITEMS - None
DISCUSSION ITEMS - Applicant Interviews for Vacancies and/or Expiring Terms. The commissioners
interviewed Tim Mckennie and Randy Lewis.
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 6:31p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Jim Curnutte,
Planning Director
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PLANNING DEPARTMENT
970.668.4200

0037 Peak One Dr. PO Box 5660

www.SummitCountyCO.gov

Frisco, CO 80443

STAFF REPORT
TO:

Board of Adjustment (BOA)

FROM:

Suzanne Pugsley, Planner I

FOR:

Meeting of September 21, 2022

SUBJECT:

Planning Case PLN22-070; Setback Variance

APPLICANT: Paul McIntosh
OWNER:

Paul McIntosh and Ann McIntosh

REQUEST:

A Class 4 application for a variance to increase the bulk and mass of a detached
garage within the 25-foot rear setback; Lot 10, Block 3, Dillon Valley Sub #1; a
0.27 acre parcel, zoned R-6 with Plan.

APPLICATION MATERIALS: Up until a decision is made by the final Review Authority, the
Applicant’s Submittal Materials can be found at http://summitcountyco.gov/254/Projects-UnderReview and are hereby incorporated into the official record in their entirety. Once a final decision
has been made, the Submittal Materials can be obtained and/or reviewed at the Planning
Department.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Location:
Legal Description:
Existing Zoning:
Proposed Use:
Total site area:
Adjacent land uses:
East:
West:
North:
South:

718 Deer Path Rd (CR 53)
Lot 10, Block 3 Dillon Valley Sub #1
R-6 with Plan
Single Family Residential
0.267 acre / 11,645 square feet
Lot 11, Block 3 Dillon Valley Sub #1
Lot 9, Block 3 Dillon Valley Sub #1
Lot 32, Block 4 Dillon Valley Sub #1
Lot 25, Block 1, Piney Acres Sub

DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS
Setbacks:
Front:
Rear:
Sides:

Required

Proposed

25’
25’
7.5’

N/A
9.3 feet to detached garage
N/A

PLN22-070: Lot 10, Block 3, Dillon Valley #1
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BACKGROUND
The plat for Dillon Valley Subdivision No. 1 was approved on October 1, 1968 and recorded under
reception number 110914. On June 2, 1969, the date the County adopted zoning, Dillon Valley was
zoned R-6. Based on the history of development throughout the 1970’s and 1980’s, “with Plan” was
added to the R-6 zoning for Dillon Valley on February 26, 1990. R-6 with Plan zoning for Dillon
Valley allows for the density to be spread out across all lots rather than allowing 6 units per acre on
individual lots; however, it does not affect other zoning regulations within this R-6 zone district such
as setbacks and building height, rather the applicable setbacks in the R-6 with plan zoning district
follow Code standards for R-6 zoning and are 25 feet along the front and rear property lines and
7.5 feet on the side property lines. The average lot in Dillon Valley Subdivision No. 1 is
approximately one quarter of an acre in size. There is no PUD in effect for Dillon Valley, despite
the applicant’s statements regarding such a PUD.
According to the records of the County Assessor, a single family residence with an attached garage
was built on the subject property in 1972. In 1974, the owner at the time, Fred Dumler, began
construction of a detached garage in the rear of the property without first obtaining a building permit.
Upon submittal for a permit (BP#700), it was discovered that the detached garage was partially
constructed within the 25-foot rear setback. Mr. Dumler subsequently applied for a setback
variance, which the Board of Adjustment denied on July 29, 1974, as documented in BOA74-03
(Attachment D). Contrary to the applicant’s statements, it is clear that construction on the garage
began in 1974, well after zoning regulations were adopted by the County.
Further documented in the historic records on the property (Attachment E), Mr. Dumler and his legal
counsel sought a solution to keep the garage by purchasing the adjacent property to the south, Lot
25, Block 1, Piney Acres Subdivision #1. This property abuts the rear property line of the subject
property as shown below:

PLN22-070: Lot 10, Block 3, Dillon Valley #1
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A proposal was made by the owner that the two lots will be considered one contiguous lot and not
be sold separately in order to remove the setback requirements in the rear. The County agreed,
provided a deed was recorded to establish these restrictions. A deed was submitted as part of the
building permit and recorded in 1978 (Attachment F) that includes the following statement:

A building permit was subsequently issued with a condition stating, “Permit granted on basis of
warranty deed, part of this file, showing restrictions on both lots, including Lot 25, Block 1, Piney
Acres 1”. The detached garage was considered legal conforming when the Certificate of Occupancy
was issued in 1983.
According to the historic deeds associated with the property (Attachment G), Mr. Dumler sold both
lots together in 1994 under one deed to the Shelton’s. However, Lot 25, Block 1, Piney Acres Sub
was sold separately in 2006, and the subject property, Lot 10, Block 3, Dillon Valley Sub No. 1
was sold in 2014. As a result, the deed restriction was no longer complied with and the condition
of the building permit was no longer met. Thus, the location of the detached garage does not meet
setback requirements for R-6 zoning and the structure ceased to be conforming. Contrary to the
applicant’s statements, the fact that his title work allegedly did not reflect the history of the
property, including the explicit language contained in his predecessor’s deed, is not due to any
failing on the County’s part. A fundamental concept of real estate law is that a successor in interest
can only purchase or obtain that which was owned by the predecessor in interest. To the extent
a restriction in a deed was not properly carried forward to the successors in interest to the
McIntoshes is something for the applicant to take up with his title company.
In August 2020, the current owner of the subject property applied for an accessory apartment
above the attached garage and received approval via planning case PLN20-039. The building
permit was issued for the apartment as well as for a home remodel, but it did not include any work
to the detached garage. On April 29, 2021, the owner inquired about updating the open permit to
include a remodel of the detached garage. It was at this point that research into the history of the
detached garage was conducted. The owner was advised that the structure appears to be
nonconforming and that some improvements to the building, depending on the scope of work,
may not be permitted. On May 11, 2021 the owner submitted plans to be added to the open
building permit as a new scope of work. Shortly thereafter on May 13, 2021, the owner admitted
to starting work on the structure prior to any review or approval of the new scope of work. An
email regarding this conversation is documented in Attachment H.
As shown in the original building permit, the detached garage was 13.4 feet in height with a roof
pitch of 4/12 and a footprint of 24 x 28 feet. The rear portion of the garage encroaches 15.7 feet
into the setback according to the Improvement Location Certificate (ILC) dated June 29, 2021.
Based on the materials submitted by the applicant and the 2021 ILC, the current improvements
completed without a permit include replacing structural bottom plates, wall studs, exterior
sheeting, electrical elements, adding multiple new windows, changing the location for both the
garage door and entry door, replacing rafters with new trusses at 8/12 pitch, and a loft addition
PLN22-070: Lot 10, Block 3, Dillon Valley #1
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for a hobby area and workshop with an increase in height by 15.29 feet. This has resulted in an
overall change in the bulk and mass of the original building within the rear setback, thus increasing
the nonconformity of the structure.
The following images are shown below to clarify the original and existing conditions. It should be
emphasized that the purported intent of this variance request is only to increase the nonconformity
of an existing garage for the purposes of adding a loft with additional workshop and art studio space.
The 1974 building permit approved the original structure more or less in its current location and this
request is to increase the bulk and mass of the structure, including additional vertical encroachment
into the setback.
Improvement Location Survey dated June 29, 2021
Illustrating setbacks, location and height of detached garage after unpermitted work

The portion of the
proposal that
requires a variance
is shown within the
orange dashed line.

PLN22-070: Lot 10, Block 3, Dillon Valley #1
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Original Building Permit BP#700

Front and Side (North and East) Elevations

PLN22-070: Lot 10, Block 3, Dillon Valley #1
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Interior Elevation

PURPOSE AND INTENT OF A VARIANCE
Section 12501 of the Land Use and Development Code (Code) presents the purpose and intent
for review of a variance application, and provides context within which the Board of Adjustment
should be considering the Criteria for Review:
A. The County has the authority to grant relief from the requirements of these regulations as
provided in this section where strict application of the regulations would result in peculiar and
exceptional practical difficulties to or exceptional and undue hardships on the development
and use of property because of special circumstances applicable to the property such as size,
shape, topography or other extraordinary or exceptional physical conditions. Economic
hardship alone is not sufficient justification for the granting of variances. Variances are not
required where a particular standard or provision of these regulations specifically allows for
administrative relief.
B. It is the County's intent that variances be granted only under compelling circumstances and
with great caution in order to avoid unraveling the fabric of its land use and development
regulations.
C. Action on variances is taken by the Review Authority, as specified in Section 12502, following
a public hearing. The Review Authority may include conditions in an approval to minimize
avoidance of regulations and to ensure the variance does not constitute a grant of special
privileges in excess of that enjoyed by other property owners in the same zoning district. The
power to grant variances does not extend to use regulations. Variances shall not be granted

PLN22-070: Lot 10, Block 3, Dillon Valley #1
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for parcels created in violation of County zoning or subdivision regulations or in violation of
Colorado State Statutes.
CRITERIA FOR DECISION
Per Section 12503.01, the following criteria and standards shall be met and findings made by the
Board of Adjustment (BOA) to approve variances to development regulations and standards
except variances to minimum lot size requirements:
1. The strict application of the County's Zoning Regulations would result in peculiar and
exceptional practical difficulties to, or exceptional and undue hardship upon, the property
owner in the development of the property because of special circumstances applicable to the
property such as size, shape, topography or other extraordinary or exceptional physical
conditions.
2. The variance can be granted without substantial detriment to the public health, safety and
welfare.
3. The variance can be granted without substantial impairment of the intent of the County's
Zoning Regulations.
4. Granting the variance does not constitute a grant of special privilege in excess of that enjoyed
by other property owners in the same zoning district.
5. Reasonable use of the property is not otherwise available without granting of a variance and
the variance being granted is the minimum necessary to allow for reasonable use.
6. The parcel for which the variance is being granted was not created in violation of County
zoning or subdivision regulations, or in violation of Colorado State Statutes.
Contrary to the applicant’s narrative, there is not a seventh criterion per Section 12503.01.
CRITERION I: THE STRICT APPLICATION OF THE COUNTY'S ZONING REGULATIONS
WOULD RESULT IN PECULIAR AND EXCEPTIONAL PRACTICAL DIFFICULTIES TO, OR
EXCEPTIONAL AND UNDUE HARDSHIP UPON, THE PROPERTY OWNER IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROPERTY BECAUSE OF SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES
APPLICABLE TO THE PROPERTY SUCH AS SIZE, SHAPE, TOPOGRAPHY OR OTHER
EXTRAORDINARY OR EXCEPTIONAL PHYSICAL CONDITIONS
The subject property is neither unusual in size, shape nor topography, and is relatively flat. The
building envelope (the buildable area outside of the required setbacks for the R-6 zone) is
approximately 5,648 square-feet. This request is unusual in that instead of asking for a footprintextension into the setback, the request is for an increase in the bulk and mass on an existing
nonconforming structure where over half of the structure is located within the rear setback. As
such, no addition can be made to that portion of the building, including anything that results in
greater bulk and mass. Since a setback-compliant improvement to the existing structure could be
designed within the buildable area, and the fact that a single family residence and two garages
exist on the property, Staff cannot find that the lot has exceptional conditions nor that a hardship
will be imposed upon the property owner to necessitate a variance. Furthermore, Staff believes
the current situation is self-imposed because work was done to reconstruct the detached garage
without an issued permit.

PLN22-070: Lot 10, Block 3, Dillon Valley #1
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CRITERION 2: THE VARIANCE CAN BE GRANTED WITHOUT SUBSTANTIAL DETRIMENT
TO THE PUBLIC HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELFARE
The Building Inspection Department expressed concerns with this proposal because a substantial
amount of work was done to rebuild the detached garage without a permit and there were no
inspections performed to verify compliance with Building Code requirements. An additional
concern is that frost depth requirements for foundations are 40” with limited exceptions. One
exception is “One story, detached garages, with no plumbing are allowed to have an 18” frost
protected, monolithic slab as a foundation”. The foundation shown in the records of building permit
BP#700 is an 18” monolithic slab. Thus, the proposed structure does not meet the Summit County
Building Code because it is two stories. The variance could not be approved without substantial
detriment to the public health, safety, and welfare since this addition was not built to meet Building
Code requirements. Even if the BOA were to approve the requested variance, the structure would
have to fully meet the Building Code and it is not clear at this time how the applicant could ensure
compliance without completely rebuilding or replacing the structure.
CRITERION 3: THE VARIANCE CAN BE GRANTED WITHOUT SUBSTANTIAL IMPAIRMENT
OF THE INTENT OF THE COUNTY'S ZONING REGULATIONS
As previously discussed, the condition of the original 1974 building permit to allow the construction
of the detached garage was breached once the lots were sold separately in 2006. Thus, the
location of the garage does not meet the rear setback requirement, and it was determined to be
legal non-conforming under the Code. This determination was provided to the applicant on May
5, 2021, along with Section 14103 for Nonconforming Structures from Chapter 14 of the Code.
This status allows the structure to remain in place, but it cannot be expanded and, if it is destroyed
or damaged beyond 50% of the value, it cannot be replaced or repaired. To be perfectly clear,
legal non-conforming status does not require the structure to be destroyed or moved.
As set forth in Section 14103 of the Code, “Any additions, expansions or enlargements to a legal
nonconforming structure must meet all applicable Zoning Regulations and other applicable
regulations of this Code and the Building Code in effect at the time building permits are issued,
except that variances in regulations are allowed if (1) approved by the BOA pursuant to Section
12500 et seq., or (2) approved as otherwise provided in this Code.”
The Code also provides that “If a legal nonconforming structure is damaged such that the amount
of damage is no more than 50% of its fair market value, the structure may be restored or repaired
if the resultant structure creates no greater nonconformity with the Zoning Regulations than
previously existed before the structure was damaged.”
This proposal for an increase in the bulk and mass of the original detached garage that is partially
within the rear setback creates a greater nonconformity than what previously existed.
Nonconformities in zoning are disfavored in Colorado and jurisdictions are granted significant
authority in reducing or restricting such nonconformities, provided constitutional protection from
unreasonable zoning regulations is afforded to property owners. Here, staff has consistently
communicated with the applicant that improvements may be made to the existing garage
structure, but such improvements cannot expand the bulk and mass of the structure because that
would increase the nonconformity. This is eminently reasonable and a proper application of the
Code, especially given the multiple instances of unpermitted work.
As noted earlier, zoning in unincorporated Summit County was adopted in 1969 and established
the R-6 zoning district for all subdivisions within Dillon Valley, which regulates setbacks. The
applicant is contending that the Dillon Valley Covenants recorded in 1968 supersede the County’s
PLN22-070: Lot 10, Block 3, Dillon Valley #1
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Zoning Regulations; however, private covenants are irrelevant to zoning, as the County neither
creates nor enforces such covenants. Any argument the applicant has regarding the general
application of setbacks to his lot in Dillon Valley is untimely and not something within the
jurisdiction of the Planning Commission. Such setbacks have been in place, unchallenged, for
decades, and the applicant’s predecessor in interest clearly acceded to the application of such
setbacks based on his purchase of the neighboring lot and agreement to include the deed
restriction language in his deed subsequently conveying both properties.
In addition, the applicant contends there is a discrepancy in the ILC and the distance measured
from the property line to the subject structure. The ILC shows an overlap of 3.9 feet between the
Dillon Valley No. 1 plat and the Piney Acres plat with the distance to the subject structure
measured from the property line along Piney Acres. Although the applicant is claiming the
distance should be measured from the Dillon Valley plat boundary, the County Surveyor reviewed
the application during referral and provided the following comments:
1. The ties as shown on the ILC from Range West are to the property line, not the fence.
2. The Piney Acres plat was approved on August 10, 1964 and the Dillon Valley #1 plat was
approved on October 1, 1968. Since Piney Acres was platted first, it does have priority
when there is a conflict such as this. There were four monuments found along the north
line of Piney Acres, and no monuments that would contradict the evidence of what the
property line has been accepted to be as shown on the ILC.
3. An Improvement Location Certificate by state statute "is not to be relied upon for the
establishment of fence, building, or other future improvement lines".
Based on the comments provided by the surveyor, it is Staff’s position that the detached garage
is located 9.3 feet from the property line and encroaches 15.7 feet into the 25-foot rear setback.
It was suggested to the applicant to obtain a Land Survey Plat in order to accurately monument
the property boundaries. Such survey has not, to Staff’s knowledge, been obtained, and no survey
has been submitted. Regardless of whether the encroachment in the setback is 15.7 feet or 11.8,
such encroachment exists and a variance is required to allow it.
Granting a variance for this proposal is not consistent with the County Zoning Regulations
because the proposed improvements do not comply with the County’s development regulations
and standards, including the rear setback requirement. There are numerous design options that
could offer a setback-compliant improvement. It runs counter to the Code and all land use
planning theory and law to allow increases in non-conformities except in very limited
circumstances.
CRITERION 4: GRANTING THE VARIANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A GRANT OF
SPECIAL PRIVILEGE IN EXCESS OF THAT ENJOYED BY OTHER PROPERTY OWNERS IN
THE SAME ZONING DISTRICT
Approving a setback variance for this addition would constitute a grant of special privilege
because a setback-compliant design could be employed to improve the existing structure without
a variance and the property could be enjoyed without the granting of this variance. A single family
residence along with two garages already exist on the property with a total buildable area of
approximately 5,648 square feet. Staff cannot find that not having a loft addition for the purpose
of an art studio and workshop constitutes a hardship and allowing such improvement within the
setback would constitute a grant of special privilege.

PLN22-070: Lot 10, Block 3, Dillon Valley #1
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CRITERION 5: REASONABLE USE OF THE PROPERTY IS NOT OTHERWISE AVAILABLE
WITHOUT GRANTING OF A VARIANCE AND THE VARIANCE BEING GRANTED IS THE
MINIMUM NECESSARY TO ALLOW FOR REASONABLE USE
The BOA has historically recognized that not being able to site a residence or a garage outside
the setbacks on one’s property due to special site conditions that are outside of the property
owner’s control constitutes a hardship. The BOA has also recognized that an area of 400 square
feet to build a garage is the minimum necessary to allow for reasonable use.
This request for a setback variance to expand the bulk and mass of a second garage for the
purpose of building a loft with an art studio and workshop within the setback is not in accordance
with this criterion. Per the Assessor’s records, there already exist two garages on the property
with a cumulative size of approximately 1,364 square feet. The lot is flat without any of the typical
Summit County hardships such as steep slopes, wetlands, or rocky outcrops, and there are other
locations on the property within the 5,648 square feet of buildable area to site a workshop and art
studio indicating that a variance is not necessary to achieve reasonable use.
CRITERION 6: THE PARCEL FOR WHICH THE VARIANCE IS BEING GRANTED WAS NOT
CREATED IN VIOLATION OF COUNTY ZONING OR SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS, OR IN
VIOLATION OF COLORADO STATE STATUTES
This parcel was legally created via the approval of the subdivision plat for Dillon Valley Filing No.1
on October 1, 1968 and recorded at Reception Number 110914.
DISCUSSION / ISSUES
As discussed throughout this report, Staff does not find that all the criteria of approval for a
variance are satisfied. Staff cannot find that not having a loft addition for an art studio and
workshop space constitutes a hardship, nor that expansion of the bulk and mass of the detached
garage within the setback for the purposes of adding a second level constitutes the minimum
necessary for reasonable use. There is already an existing single family home with an accessory
apartment and two garages on the property and the buildable area outside the setback is
approximately 5,648 square feet – greater than the 400 square foot minimum for a garage
established by the BOA. Furthermore, Staff finds the hardship to be self-imposed since the
original detached garage, with the status of legal nonconforming, could remain as-is with minor
repairs per Section 14103 of the Code. The recent modifications to the detached garage were
constructed without issuing a building permit and have increased the nonconformity within the
setback.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Board of Adjustment deny PLN22-070, a request for a variance to
increase the bulk and mass of a detached garage within the 25-foot rear setback; Lot 10, Block
3, Dillon Valley Sub #1; a 0.27 acre parcel, zoned R-6 with Plan, with the findings listed below.
FINDINGS
1. The strict application of the County's Zoning Regulations would not result in peculiar and
exceptional practical difficulties to or exceptional and undue hardship upon the property
owner in the development of the property because the lot is of standard configuration, no
steep slopes are present, there is already a single family residence and two garages, and
the proposed improvements could be designed in a setback-compliant manner.
2. The variance cannot be granted without substantial impairment to the public health, safety,
PLN22-070: Lot 10, Block 3, Dillon Valley #1
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3.
4.
5.

6.

and welfare since there are safety concerns associated with the structure as a two-story
building on an 18” monolith foundation slab that does not meet Building Code
requirements.
Granting this variance is inconsistent with the County Zoning Regulations since a setbackcompliant addition could be designed.
Granting this variance would constitute a grant of special privilege since reasonable use
of the property could be enjoyed without the granting of this variance.
Reasonable use of the property is available without granting a variance since there is
already a single family residence and two garages on the property. The variance
requested is not the minimum necessary as the variance is only necessary for the
purposes of expanding the structure to allow for additional workshop and art studio space.
The parcel for which the variance is being granted was not created in violation of County
zoning or subdivision regulations or in violation of Colorado State Statutes because the
subject property was legally created via the plat for Dillon Valley Subdivision No. 1,
recorded under Reception Number 110914 in 1968.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment A: Vicinity Map
Attachment B: Dillon Valley Sub #1 Plat
Attachment C: Piney Acres Plat
Attachment D: BOA74-03 – Denial of variance
Attachment E: Historic Correspondence
Attachment F: Building Permit BP#700
Attachment G: Historic Deeds
Attachment H: Email Correspondence
Attachment I: Code Sections 14103 and 14104, Nonconforming and Illegal Structures
Attachment J: Applicant’s Plans including ILC dated 6.29.22
Attachment K: Applicant’s Narrative
Attachment L: Proposed Resolution
Attachment M: Public Comments
cc:

Paul McIntosh, Owner/Applicant

PLN22-070: Lot 10, Block 3, Dillon Valley #1
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Thanks Suzzanne,
When we spoke on the phone about the history of the building you informed me that the original owner
was caught during construction and made to permit. That led to the conversation and argument about the
parcels being one. At that point approval was given to continue the work. One further question, wouldn’t
the county have to verify or allow the two parcels to be split? Is there no verification by the county in order
to change the deed?
I still question how the original owner was allowed to separate, making this structure non-conforming and
how that wasn’t the responsibility of the county to verify that all zoning and setback restriction were being
met. But oh well – I guess I am just stuck with that oversight.
Returning to the option of purchasing the land from the other owner to change the setback, I am seeing
that I would need 394 sqft feet to bring the building into compliance. Before I order up the replot, and
begin negotiations with this owner, can you verify that for me? I am seeing that I would need to purchase
16’ by 24’ of my neighbor’s property, directly behind the shed, to bring the building into compliance.
Thanks
Pete
Pete McIntosh | Project Manager
Pinnacle Mountain Homes

w: pinnaclemtnhomes.com
o: 970.453.0727 | c: 970.485.2029
Building homes. Building Dreams. Building Legacies.

From: Suzanne Pugsley <Suzanne.Pugsley@summitcountyco.gov>
Sent: Thursday, May 20, 2021 1:59 PM
To: Pete McIntosh <pete@pinnaclemtnhomes.com>
Cc: Scott Hoffman <Scott.Hoffman@summitcountyco.gov>; John May
<John.May@summitcountyco.gov>; April Kroner <April.Kroner@summitcountyco.gov>
Subject: FW: McIntosh Remodel
Pete,
I appreciate that you reached out to check if you were going about the detached garage correctly.
We emailed that I would discuss your proposed project with Planning Staff and it was confirmed to
be a legal non-conforming structure and shall comply with the Land Use Code. To reiterate our
conversation, any expansion or enlargement of the garage must meet all Zoning Regulations, not just
setbacks, and increasing the height of any portion of the garage within the setback is not allowed as
it expands the non-conformity. Also, any restoration or repair due to damage shall be a like-for-like
replacement and no repair is allowed if it’s over 50% of the value of the structure. When you
inquired if there was a legal argument based on the history, I contacted our Attorney’s Office to
check. At no point was a different interpretation or determination, nor an approval given to start any
work.
The Attorney’s Office has made the same determination that the detached garage is a legal

nonconforming structure: A solution was agreed upon to approve the building permit with a
condition that a deed be recorded combining the two lots. The recorded deed is attached and
deemed the lots as “one indivisible piece of property for the purposes of satisfying setback
requirements”. When the two lots were sold separately, the deed restriction was not complied with
and so that condition of the building permit was no longer met. At that point, the garage became
nonconforming. The location of the garage does not meet setbacks and the deal that was made to
allow its construction in the first place is no longer valid.
I will finish review of the permit and provide a revisions required letter shortly. Please be aware that
any work done within the setback without an issued permit could deem the structure as illegal
nonconforming (Section 14200). You are welcome to hire a land use professional or attorney if you’d
like assistance with the Land Use Code or if you believe there is a legal argument.
Lastly, your email mentions demo-ing your primary residence and residing in a camper. A Temporary
Use Permit is required to use a recreational vehicle as a temporary dwelling while a primary
residence is under construction, but only on parcels that are 1 acre in size or more (as well as other
criteria per Section 12401.01.D of the Code). As your property is less than 1 acre, you would need to
find alternate accommodation either within your primary residence or elsewhere.
Thank you,
Suzanne Pugsley
Planner I, Summit County Planning
office: 970-668-4184
cell: 970-368-2111

From: Pete McIntosh <pete@pinnaclemtnhomes.com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 18, 2021 11:13 AM
To: Suzanne Pugsley <Suzanne.Pugsley@summitcountyco.gov>
Cc: John May <John.May@summitcountyco.gov>; Scott Hoffman
<Scott.Hoffman@summitcountyco.gov>
Subject: RE: McIntosh Remodel

Thanks Suzanne –
Yeah, that may have been my misinterpretation of our conversation, and then my follow up conversation
about adding this project onto the existing building permit. After we spoke and from my understanding of
the code, I thought I was good to proceed and get an addendum on file for what I was going.
This is typically the process for addendums on our custom homes where we make a plan, check if it is
doable, proceed and then submit engineered drawings before inspections.
The work only took three days so by the time I got the follow-up email from you that you had another
conversation with planning, we were well under way and drying in the new roof.
I may have jumped the gun and been too excited along within thinking I was good if I was not adding
further into the setback and the roof changes were not in excess of 50% of the value of the building.
The whole reason I reached out to begin with is to do the right thing and make sure I was going about this
as ethically and legally as possible. I’m sure we can find a way to work this out and make it right.
Hopefully the code will allow for the work under the above interpretation of the code. If this is not the
case, I am of course willing to work toward the most agreeable resolution.
Would there be a penalty fee that could be paid and then I could proceed, again, given the fact that I am
not further intruding on the building setback?
I know we also discussed being able to purchase land of doing a land swap with the neighbor to change
the set back – this option is the least appealing to me as I have mentioned before. It would strain the
relationship I have with my neighbor as well as costing me a considerable amount of money, hence my
argument for why the county didn’t simply make the original owner do this 40 years ago.
But, I understand your and the rest of the building officials position here. You guys are stuck with the
consequences of decisions made by your predecessors while also needing to enforce the regulation as
they are written today – if anyone has a time machine, lets hope in it and fix this .
Thanks again Suzanne – I’ll be looking for direction on how to proceed. Hopefully it can be resolved

quickly as my family will be moving into the camper for the foreseeable future as we demo the main
house. I don’t want this to hold up the rest of the project.
Pete
Pete McIntosh | Project Manager
Pinnacle Mountain Homes

w: pinnaclemtnhomes.com
o: 970.453.0727 | c: 970.485.2029
Building homes. Building Dreams. Building Legacies.

From: Suzanne Pugsley <Suzanne.Pugsley@summitcountyco.gov>
Sent: Monday, May 17, 2021 9:29 AM
To: Pete McIntosh <pete@pinnaclemtnhomes.com>
Cc: John May <John.May@summitcountyco.gov>; Scott Hoffman
<Scott.Hoffman@summitcountyco.gov>
Subject: RE: McIntosh Remodel
Pete,
I don’t recall a conversation where I said you’re allowed to do any work within the setback nor to
start work without a permit for the detached garage. The permit revisions for the garage are still in
review as Planning is looking into the legal nonconforming classification.
I’ve cc’d in Scott and John from Building Inspection for any comments.
Suzanne Pugsley
Planner I, Summit County Planning
office: 970-668-4184
cell: 970-368-2111

From: Pete McIntosh <pete@pinnaclemtnhomes.com>
Sent: Thursday, May 13, 2021 12:04 PM
To: Suzanne Pugsley <Suzanne.Pugsley@summitcountyco.gov>
Subject: Re: McIntosh Remodel
Ok thanks.
I hope that last email wasn’t interpreted as a threat to sue. Just trying to make the strongest case I
can. I’m not someone who would take it to that level.
Just trying to update an improve an existing building on my property.
I guess, let me know what they say.
Just so you know, after my last conversation with you on the phone and with Scott, that I could add
this work to the building permit, I started working. The new framing was nearly complete when you
emailed again saying that you spoke with planning and I would be able to redo the trusses on the
part that was in the set back.
I hope we can arrive at a resolution to this.
Thanks
Pete McIntosh / Project Manager
Pinnacle Mountain Homes
www.pinnaclemtnhomes.com
970-485-2029
On May 13, 2021, at 9:44 AM, Suzanne Pugsley
<Suzanne.Pugsley@summitcountyco.gov> wrote:

Hi Pete,
I’m going to run this past our attorney’s office, but I probably won’t hear back until
later next week.
Thank you,
Suzanne Pugsley
Planner I, Summit County Planning
office: 970-668-4184
cell: 970-368-2111

From: Pete McIntosh <pete@pinnaclemtnhomes.com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 11, 2021 12:52 PM
To: Suzanne Pugsley <Suzanne.Pugsley@summitcountyco.gov>
Subject: RE: McIntosh Remodel

Hey again Suzanne,
I just dropped the engineered stamped drawings for the shop at my property for review. I
have a replot ordered up and as I mentioned, I have been speaking with the neighbor about
a land swap or just purchasing the 394 sqft from him; I am just waiting on the title work from
his property.
The more I think about it though, I think there would be a legal argument that the county
had the opportunity to force the original owner to bring this building into compliance. With
him owning both lots and it being an option to simply redraw the setback lines, I am
wondering why the county didn’t do this at the time?
The decision to let the original owner continue building and then classify this structure as
legal non-conforming only served to push the ownness and the consequences onto the next
owners.
With nearly ½ of this building being within the rear setback, it basically makes it useless for
updating or changing.
So with all of that said, rather than seeking to change the status of this building. Can the
county make an exception, as they did with the original owner, and let me update this
building, keeping the same legal/ nonconforming status? Again, I am not seeking to change
the foot print at all.
Just some thoughts.
Thanks
Pete
<image001.png> Pete McIntosh | Project Manager
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From: Suzanne Pugsley <Suzanne.Pugsley@summitcountyco.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, May 5, 2021 1:57 PM
To: Pete McIntosh <pete@pinnaclemtnhomes.com>
Subject: RE: McIntosh Remodel
Hi Pete,
I had a quick conversation with Planning Staff. The detached garage would be
considered a Legal Nonconforming Structure and that any restoration or repair of the
detached garage shall be due to damage. There is also consensus that replacing both
the roof and trusses would be well over 50% of the fair market value of the structure,
therefore it could not be replaced. If you need to replace only the shingles or roofing

material, that would be acceptable. Repairing the electrical is acceptable as well.
Let me know if you have questions about this.
Suzanne Pugsley
Planner I, Summit County Planning
office: 970-668-4184
cell: 970-368-2111

From: Suzanne Pugsley
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2021 2:39 PM
To: 'Pete McIntosh' <pete@pinnaclemtnhomes.com>
Subject: RE: McIntosh Remodel
Here is the section on Legal Nonconforming parcels. If you have any preliminary plans
for the new roof and loft floor plan I will run this past the Planning Director.
Also check with the Building Dept. as I’m not sure what is required with Building Code.
14103: Nonconforming Structures
14103.01: General

Any structure in existence on June 2, 1969 which became nonconforming as the result
of the County's adoption of Zoning Regulations on June 2, 1969 or any structure
established after this date which was lawful at the time it was established but has since
become nonconforming as a result of the County's adoption of zoning amendments,
adoption of this Code or subsequent amendments to this Code shall be deemed a legal
nonconforming structure. Legal nonconforming structures may continue subject to the
provisions of this section. Structures that were established in violation of Zoning
Regulations are considered illegal structures.
14103.02: Expansion or Enlargement

Any additions, expansions or enlargements to a legal nonconforming structure must
meet all applicable Zoning Regulations and other applicable regulations of this Code
and the Building Code in effect at the time building permits are issued, except that
variances in regulations are allowed if (1) approved by the BOA pursuant to Section
12500 et seq., or (2) approved as otherwise provided in this Code.
14103.03: Restoration or Repair

A. Restoration or Repair Allowed: If a legal nonconforming structure is damaged
such that the amount of damage is no more than 50% of its fair market value, the
structure may be restored or repaired if the resultant structure creates no greater
nonconformity with the Zoning Regulations than previously existed before the
structure was damaged. The smallest portion of nonconforming decks, porches or
stairways as the minimum required by the Building Code to provide access or
egress from a structure may also be reconstructed if the resultant structure creates
less or no greater nonconformity than previously existed.
B. Restoration or Repair Prohibited: If a legal nonconforming structure is damaged
or destroyed such that the amount of damage is more than 50% of its fair market
value, it may not be restored, except as provided in Section 14103.05 and
14103.06.
C. Determination of Fair Market Value: Fair market value shall be determined by
the Planning Department as provided in Section 14104.
D. Application for Variance: Notwithstanding the provisions of this section, a
property owner may apply for a variance in order to replace a nonconforming
structure with a nonconforming structure if the physical conditions on the parcel
such as its topography or configuration are sufficient to justify variations in
development standards. An application for a variance shall be reviewed and acted
upon in accordance with Section 12500 et seq.
14103.04: Replacement

Any structure replacing a legal nonconforming structure shall conform to the applicable

Zoning Regulations in effect at the time building permits are issued for the structure,
except variances in regulations are permitted if approved by the BOA pursuant to
Section 12500 et seq.
14103.05: Exceptions for Historic Structures

Where a legal nonconforming structure is judged to be of historic value and the
structure is damaged or destroyed, the structure may be reconstructed regardless of the
amount of damage if the purpose of the reconstruction is to create an authentic
reproduction of the historic structure. The Planning Department shall make the
determination as to the historic value of the structure based on historic records,
photographs or other documentation and may consult with the Summit County
Historical Society in making this determination.
14103.06: Exceptions for Structures in the Backcountry Zoning District

Where a legal nonconforming structure in the Backcountry (“BC”) Zoning District is
damaged or destroyed, the structure may be restored or repaired (regardless of the
amount of damage) to not more than its original size, provided the restoration occurs
within generally the same footprint as the original structure occupied.
14104: Calculation of Fair Market Value

Where the provisions of this section require the fair market value of a structure be
calculated, the following procedure shall be used.
14104.01: Request for Estimate

A property owner seeking to restore or repair a legal nonconforming structure shall
notify the Code Administrator and request confirmation whether or not the structure
may be restored or repaired as provided in Section 14103. No building permit shall be
issued for the restoration or repair of a legal nonconforming structure until a value for
the structure has been determined and the Code Administrator has confirmed that the
value of the restoration or repair is within the limit established by Section 14103.
14104.02: Estimate of Value

The Code Administrator shall estimate the market value of a structure based on the
most recent appraised value shown on the property record cards or their equivalent
maintained by the Summit County Assessor's Office. The Code Administrator shall
notify the property owner of the estimated value in writing and if, based on this value,
the structure may be repaired or restored.
14104.03: Filing of Objection

A property owner that disagrees with this value must file a written objection within 30
calendar days of the date of the Code Administrator’s written estimate of value as
required by Section 14104.02. The objection shall include the property owner's estimate
of the structure's market value and any evidence in support of this estimate.
14104.04: Obtaining an Appraisal

If a property owner files an objection in accordance with Section 14104.03, the Code
Administrator shall obtain an independent appraisal of the structure's market value and
shall forward this appraisal to the property owner within 30 calendar days of receiving
the objection. If the property owner disagrees with this value, an independent appraiser
shall be selected by mutual agreement of the Code Administrator and the property
owner and the market value determined by the appraiser so selected shall be used in
determining if the structure may be repaired or restored. The cost of the appraisal(s) as
required by this section shall be paid by the property owner prior to issuing any permits
for a property, or within 120 calendar days of the final appraisal, whichever occurs
first. Failure to pay the cost of the appraisal(s) may result in the County placing a lien
on the property effected by the appraisal(s), or withholding issuance of any permits,
approvals or other matters until such costs are paid.
14104.05: Final Determination

Upon determination of a market value acceptable to the property owner and the Code
Administrator or upon receipt of the estimate of market value from the appraiser
selected by mutual agreement of the property owner and the Code Administrator, the

Code Administrator shall notify the property owner and the Building Department by
letter if, based on this value, the structure may be repaired or restored. The
determination of the Code Administrator may be appealed to the BOCC in accordance
with Section 13200 et seq.
Suzanne Pugsley
Planner I, Summit County Planning
office: 970-668-4184
cell: 970-368-2111

From: Pete McIntosh <pete@pinnaclemtnhomes.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2021 1:21 PM
To: Suzanne Pugsley <Suzanne.Pugsley@summitcountyco.gov>
Cc: Daniel Gietzen <Daniel.Gietzen@summitcountyco.gov>
Subject: RE: McIntosh Remodel

Hello Suzanne,
Thank you once again for all of your help in getting my remodel and accessory apartment
going.
I have some questions concerning adding a couple more items onto the existing permit.
On my property, there exist a small shed/garage. It turns out that the electrical supply was
originally ran illegally and Xcel is requiring that I rerun the supply in a legitimate manner.
This space is used as a workshop and a hobby area. In addition to redoing the electrical, I
would also like to redo the trusses and install a loft area while I have everything opened up.
My question is, Can this be submitted as an addendum? I can provide engineering design
for the floor system and the trusses.
Thank you for your time.
Pete
<image009.png> Pete McIntosh | Project Manager
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From: Suzanne Pugsley <Suzanne.Pugsley@summitcountyco.gov>
Sent: Monday, August 24, 2020 12:35 PM
To: Pete McIntosh <pete@pinnaclemtnhomes.com>
Cc: Daniel Gietzen <Daniel.Gietzen@summitcountyco.gov>
Subject: RE: McIntosh Remodel
Hi Pete,
Thank you for checking in. Planning has now approved these. Sorry, I believe there was
some miscommunication on notifying Planning and Engineering that your revised plans
were submitted. I’ve included Dan Gietzen as he’s the last to review from Engineering.
Dan, see PLN19-039 for ENG comments.
Suzanne Pugsley
Planner I, Summit County Planning
970-668-4184

From: Pete McIntosh <pete@pinnaclemtnhomes.com>
Sent: Monday, August 24, 2020 10:34 AM
To: Suzanne Pugsley <Suzanne.Pugsley@summitcountyco.gov>; John May
<John.May@summitcountyco.gov>
Subject: McIntosh Remodel

Good morning,
I just wanted to check in and see where we were in this process and make sure there was
nothing waiting on me.
Thanks
Pete
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ATTACHMENT I
SUMMIT COUNTY LAND USE AND DEVELOPMENT CODE
CHAPTER 14: Administration and Enforcement
14103: Nonconforming Structures
14103.01: General
Any structure in existence on June 2, 1969 which became nonconforming as the result of the County's adoption of
Zoning Regulations on June 2, 1969 or any structure established after this date which was lawful at the time it was
established but has since become nonconforming as a result of the County's adoption of zoning amendments, adoption
of this Code or subsequent amendments to this Code shall be deemed a legal nonconforming structure. Legal
nonconforming structures may continue subject to the provisions of this section. Structures that were established in
violation of Zoning Regulations are considered illegal structures.
14103.02: Expansion or Enlargement
Any additions, expansions or enlargements to a legal nonconforming structure must meet all applicable Zoning
Regulations and other applicable regulations of this Code and the Building Code in effect at the time building permits
are issued, except that variances in regulations are allowed if (1) approved by the BOA pursuant to Section 12500 et
seq., or (2) approved as otherwise provided in this Code.
14103.03: Restoration or Repair
A. Restoration or Repair Allowed: If a legal nonconforming structure is damaged such that the amount of damage
is no more than 50% of its fair market value, the structure may be restored or repaired if the resultant structure
creates no greater nonconformity with the Zoning Regulations than previously existed before the structure was
damaged. The smallest portion of nonconforming decks, porches or stairways as the minimum required by the
Building Code to provide access or egress from a structure may also be reconstructed if the resultant structure
creates less or no greater nonconformity than previously existed.
B. Restoration or Repair Prohibited: If a legal nonconforming structure is damaged or destroyed such that the
amount of damage is more than 50% of its fair market value, it may not be restored, except as provided in Section
14103.05 and 14103.06.
C. Determination of Fair Market Value: Fair market value shall be determined by the Planning Department as
provided in Section 14104.
D. Application for Variance: Notwithstanding the provisions of this section, a property owner may apply for a
variance in order to replace a nonconforming structure with a nonconforming structure if the physical conditions
on the parcel such as its topography or configuration are sufficient to justify variations in development standards.
An application for a variance shall be reviewed and acted upon in accordance with Section 12500 et seq.
14103.04: Replacement
Any structure replacing a legal nonconforming structure shall conform to the applicable Zoning Regulations in effect
at the time building permits are issued for the structure, except variances in regulations are permitted if approved by
the BOA pursuant to Section 12500 et seq.
14103.05: Exceptions for Historic Structures
Where a legal nonconforming structure is judged to be of historic value and the structure is damaged or destroyed, the
structure may be reconstructed regardless of the amount of damage if the purpose of the reconstruction is to create an
authentic reproduction of the historic structure. The Planning Department shall make the determination as to the
historic value of the structure based on historic records, photographs or other documentation and may consult with the
Summit County Historical Society in making this determination.
14103.06: Exceptions for Structures in the Backcountry Zoning District
Where a legal nonconforming structure in the Backcountry (“BC”) Zoning District is damaged or destroyed, the
structure may be restored or repaired (regardless of the amount of damage) to not more than its original size, provided
the restoration occurs within generally the same footprint as the original structure occupied.

SUMMIT COUNTY LAND USE AND DEVELOPMENT CODE
CHAPTER 14: Administration and Enforcement
14104: Calculation of Fair Market Value
Where the provisions of this section require the fair market value of a structure be calculated, the following procedure
shall be used.
14104.01: Request for Estimate
A property owner seeking to restore or repair a legal nonconforming structure shall notify the Code Administrator and
request confirmation whether or not the structure may be restored or repaired as provided in Section 14103. No
building permit shall be issued for the restoration or repair of a legal nonconforming structure until a value for the
structure has been determined and the Code Administrator has confirmed that the value of the restoration or repair is
within the limit established by Section 14103.
14104.02: Estimate of Value
The Code Administrator shall estimate the market value of a structure based on the most recent appraised value shown
on the property record cards or their equivalent maintained by the Summit County Assessor's Office. The Code
Administrator shall notify the property owner of the estimated value in writing and if, based on this value, the structure
may be repaired or restored.
14104.03: Filing of Objection
A property owner that disagrees with this value must file a written objection within 30 calendar days of the date of the
Code Administrator’s written estimate of value as required by Section 14104.02. The objection shall include the
property owner's estimate of the structure's market value and any evidence in support of this estimate.
14104.04: Obtaining an Appraisal
If a property owner files an objection in accordance with Section 14104.03, the Code Administrator shall obtain an
independent appraisal of the structure's market value and shall forward this appraisal to the property owner within 30
calendar days of receiving the objection. If the property owner disagrees with this value, an independent appraiser
shall be selected by mutual agreement of the Code Administrator and the property owner and the market value
determined by the appraiser so selected shall be used in determining if the structure may be repaired or restored. The
cost of the appraisal(s) as required by this section shall be paid by the property owner prior to issuing any permits for
a property, or within 120 calendar days of the final appraisal, whichever occurs first. Failure to pay the cost of the
appraisal(s) may result in the County placing a lien on the property effected by the appraisal(s), or withholding
issuance of any permits, approvals or other matters until such costs are paid.
14104.05: Final Determination
Upon determination of a market value acceptable to the property owner and the Code Administrator or upon receipt
of the estimate of market value from the appraiser selected by mutual agreement of the property owner and the Code
Administrator, the Code Administrator shall notify the property owner and the Building Department by letter if, based
on this value, the structure may be repaired or restored. The determination of the Code Administrator may be appealed
to the BOCC in accordance with Section 13200 et seq.
14105: Maintenance of Nonconforming Properties
Legal nonconforming parcels, uses and structures shall be maintained in a sound condition and shall not pose a hazard
to public health, safety or welfare.
14200: ILLEGAL PARCELS, USES AND STRUCTURES
Parcels, uses and structures which do not qualify as either legal nonconforming or as conforming shall be deemed
illegal. In addition, parcels which were created in violation of County Subdivision Regulations or State Statutes shall
be deemed illegal. With respect to any illegal parcel, no allowance shall be made for any erection, construction,

SUMMIT COUNTY LAND USE AND DEVELOPMENT CODE
CHAPTER 14: Administration and Enforcement
reconstruction, alteration or expansion of any building or structure on such parcel or for any use of land within such
parcel until such time as the parcel is made legal. With respect to illegal uses and structures, action shall be taken to
remedy or remove such uses and structures through the enforcement procedures stated in Section 14300 et seq. of this
Code.
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building
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MATERIAL STORAGE.
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McIntosh Residence

28'-0"

ALL EQUIPMENT AND TOOL STATIONS TO BE
MODULAR IN ORDER TO FREE UP FLOOR SPACE
FOR WORK STATIONS WHEN NOT IN USE.

SPACE TO REMAIN CLEAR FOR LOFT STORAGE ACCESS

718 Deer Path RD. Dillon, CO 80435
Lot 10 Block 1

WORK BENCHES AND TABLES TO BE MODULAR
IN ORDER TO FREE UP FLOOR SPACE WHEN NOT IN USE.

Modified Structure

No change in footprint or overhangs

Lower Level Layout Plan
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McIntosh Residence

TRIM TABLE

STORAGE RACKS
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718 Deer Path RD. Dillon, CO 80435
Lot 10 Block 1
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Modified Structure

No change in footprint or overhangs

Loft Storage Level Layout Plan
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New roof height is 3' lower than main house
8/12 Pitch

Xcel equipment beyond

McIntosh Residence

4/12 Pitch
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Xcel equipment beyond
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Distance to rear property line

718 Deer Path RD. Dillon, CO 80435
Lot 10 Block 1
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Distance to rear property line

Original Structure

Modified Structure

Note
The ILC notes the distance from the structure to the fence line as specified in the notes on the certified ILC document.
This is not the property line. This distance was used on the original permit combined with the incorrect labeling of the rear setback and was the basis
for the county's objection to it's construction in 74'. However the distance from the building to the property line is actually over 13' and the rear
setback according to the DV covenants is 10' except in the case of garages, in which the covenants state there is no need for a side yard
around these structures. As such, this building is permitted to exist in it's current location legally
.
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New roof height is 3' lower than main house
8/12 Pitch
Variance requested for this portion of the
new structure to exist within the setback
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Distance to rear property line

Distance to rear property line

Original Structure

Modified Structure
End of 25' rear setback if
Land Use regulation apply
to structure

Land lost to
overlap in
plat

Note
The ILC notes the distance from the structure to the fence line as specified in the notes on the certified ILC document.
This is not the property line. This distance was used on the original permit combined with the incorrect labeling of the rear setback and was the basis
for the county's objection to it's construction in 74'. However the distance from the building to the property line is actually over 13' and the rear
setback according to the DV covenants is 10' except in the case of garages, in which the covenants state there is no need for a side yard
around these structures. As such, this building is permitted to exist in it's current location legally
.
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NOT INTENDED OR DESIGNED
FOR LIVABLE SPACE.
LOFT WILL BE OPEN TO BELOW.
NO RUNNING WATER OR
TOILET FACILITIES WITHIN
DETATCHED BUILDING

MAINTAIN MIN
4' WALKING
SPACE BETWEEN
SHELVES

WILLING TO SIGN A COVENIENT
STATING THE STRUCTURE WILL
NEVER BE USED AS A DWELLING

Work Area

McIntosh Residence

26'-10 1/16"

HEIGHT OF ROOF HAS ONLY
BEEN INCREASED AS MUCH AS NEEDED
TO ACCOMIDATE A 6' SHELF AGAINST
EXTERIOR WALL WHILE STILL LEAVING
ROOM BETWEEN PLANNED STORAGE
SHELVES TO ACCESS CONTENTS.

SIDE WALLS LIMIT USABLE/ STANDING
SPACE IN UPPER AREA BY 278 SQFT FEET,
REDUCING USABLE SQFT ON LOFT TO 343 SQFT
FEET BEFORE ANY RACKS ARE INSTALLED.

718 Deer Path RD. Dillon, CO 80435
Lot 10 Block 1
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Upper Level Clay
and Material
Storage with
Drying racks

12-28-18
5-10-21

(2) 2x10 ridge

2x6 @ 24" OC
w/ 2x4 bottom cord

2x12 subfacia

24'-0"

(2) 11 7/8" LVL

6000 BCI @ 24OC

McIntosh Residence

2x4 wall studs

28'-0"

(3) 11 7/8" LVL
(3) 11 7/8" LVL
(1) KING, (2) TRIMMERS ES
(2) 2X12 HEADER OSS
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(1) KING, (2) TRIMMERS ES

718 Deer Path RD. Dillon, CO 80435
Lot 10 Block 1
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McIntosh Residence
718 Deer Path RD. Dillon, CO 80435
Lot 10 Block 1

Original Structure

Modified Structure

REPARING AND UPGRADING EXISTING STRUCTURE.
1. REMOVING ILLEGAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLY TO STRUCTURE.
2. REDOING ALL ELECTRICAL ELEMENTS TO BRING THEM UP TO CODE.
3. REPAIRING DAMAGE TO ROOF FROM PREVIOUS VENT PIPING AND STRUCTURAL
FAILURES.
4. REPLACING DEGRADING AND DAMAGED BOTTOM PLATES AND WALL STUDS.
5.REMOVING ILLEGAL HEAT AND GAS SUPPLY.
6. CORRECTING SOUDNESS AND SQUARNESS OF STRUCTURE TO BE SAFETLY USED.
7. INSTALL WATER MITIGATION STRADEGIES AT PERMETER TO ELEMINATE SEASONAL
FLOODING.
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ATTACHMENT K

Project Narrative
This application is for a variance request to continue construction for the repairs and updating of
a preexisting structure located at 718 Deer Path Road, Lot 10, BLK 3, Dillon Valley.

I am seeking a variance to the rear setback behind a preexisting outbuilding located at
718 Deer Path Road. Lot 10, Block 3, Dillon CO. This variance would allow the continued
updating and use of a 24 foot by 28 foot detached garage located on my property. This building
was erected in 1974 as a legal structure and had been neglectfully maintained to create unsafe
structural conditions as well as having multiple code violations.
Classification of the Outbuilding
It is asked that the Summit County Board of Adjustment recognize the history of this
structure and deem it to be a legal building as it sits on the property, 10’ from the rear setback.
The structure, when originally built was permitted and approved for this location based on
approval by Summit County of a non-binding commitment by the former owner to require
common ownership of Lot 10, BLK 3, Dillon Valley and the contiguous lot to the rear, Lot 25, Filing 1,
Piney Acres as one “indivisible parcel”. The approval of this structure should be recognized to serve
as a variance to permit this former boat garage to be built within the alleged 25’ setback. It was
never designated as a legal, non-conforming structure at such time and does not meet the
definition of such in the county code: 14103.01. This recognition would preclude any need for a
variance to the rear setback and meet all six criteria and standards.
To begin, I’m compelled to challenge the need for a variance. In the process of applying
for a permit, the county informed me that they interpret this building to be a legal nonconforming structure through the breaking of a deed by the original owners who initially
constructed the structure. However, it has been discovered that this assessment is not accurate
and the initial interpretation of the setbacks which were the foundation of the deed agreement
to be inaccurate.
Concerning the rear setback
The County noted a 25’ rear setback on the original building permit PL0700 and are
attempting to hold me in violation of this same setback for the renovation on the structure
however the outbuilding conforms to the setback requirements found within the Dillon Valley
Protective Covenants recorded Oct. 2, 1968 at rec. no. 110915, and there is no evidence in the
PUD that a 25’ rear setback was proposed for Dillon Valley subdivision, which was created prior
to the adoption of zoning in Summit County. Copies of the protective Covenants and plat for
Dillon Valley are attached.
“After a PUD designation is adopted, the development regulations and standards
stated in the PUD designation shall supersede the provisions of this Code if such
regulations and standards are specifically covered in a PUD.” Land Use and
Development Code, 12200.02 C.

As the protective covenants and plat for Dillon Valley filed by Straight Creek Corporation
contain regulations and standards for development of Dillon Valley which are now considered
part of the R-6 with plan zoning. These pre-existing standards should supersede the provisions
applying a standard 25’ rear setback on the Dillon Valley Subdivision. The setback should be
recognized to be 10’ from the rear and side lot lines, with the exception of garages which
require no side yard.
Furthermore, the outbuilding did not become a nonconforming structure as a result of
the zoning code adoption or amendment
14103: Nonconforming Structures
14103.01: General
Any structure in existence on June 2, 1969 which became nonconforming as the result of the County's
adoption of Zoning Regulations on June 2, 1969 or any structure established after this date which was lawful at the
time it was established but has since become nonconforming as a result of the County's adoption of zoning
amendments, adoption of this Code or subsequent amendments to this Code shall be deemed a legal
nonconforming structure.

One additional reality to factor into the rear setback is the discrepancy that exists on
the plat documents. As noted on the ILC, there is a 3.9 foot overlap between this property and
the adjacent Piney Acres lot. The ILC records the distance of the outbuilding to the fence line,
which is currently installed along the Piney Acre lot line and not the Dillon Valley platted lot
line. This realization provides more space than is noted on the original permit, bringing the
distance from the building to the rear lot line to nearly 14’. The county recognizes the Piney
Acres lot line to preclude the Dillon Valley Subdivision boundaries but if the County truly
deemed the two lots in question to be one, this argument is void.
I believe there should be some measure of accountability for the haphazard nature in
which the original structure was approved and that the Board of Adjustment should recognize
this structure as a legal building and acknowledge the original approval for construction as a
variance to the rear lot line. At which point the building should be recognized as a legal
structure, proceeding with the review of the renovations accordingly.

History of Structure
Concerning the Deed
According to the planning department, the construction of this outbuilding, in the early
seventies, was begun illegally. The original owners Mr. and Mrs. Dumler, who also owned the
Piney Acre lot directly behind the property, were caught in the middle of construction and
faced violations, including the county’s assessment that the new structure encroached within
the rear setback. After an appeal to the BOCC, the building department at the direction of the
BOCC eventually conceded to the continuation of construction and approved permit BP0700.
The county apparently approved the encroachment into the setback so that the building was
considered a legal structure based on the deed made by the Dumlers attached. As explained
below this “restriction” in the deed did not merge the Dumler’s Piney Acre and Dillon Valley lots
or prevent sale to separate owners. When the Dumlers conveyed these lots to the Sheltons
there was no mention of any requirement for these adjacent lots to be merged. In turn, none of
this information or the history of the property was disclosed to my family when we purchased
our home. The title commitment issued when we purchased the property is attached and does
not disclose any problems with the outbuilding or the county’s determination that it is a legal,
but non-conforming structure.
On top of this, when I initially began conversations and reviews with the planning
department for the addition of a rental unit on my property, we had discussed building the
accessory apartment above this detached structure. At no point during at least two separate inperson meetings, was the alleged zoning violation and legal non-conforming status of the
building brought to my attention. We eventually changed the location of the apartment to be
constructed above the attached garage due to the size of the lot. In fact, no alarm bells were
raised when I submitted an addendum to add the work on the outbuilding to the existing
permit. It was only after the planning department’s determination that this work would require
a separate permit, and I had resubmitted the drawings as such, was I finally informed of the
status of the building. It was at this point that I learned of the history of the structure and that
the county had been unaware that the two lots had been sold separately. This aspect continues
to be hard to understand given the fact that the home that sits on the Piney Acre lot adjacent
to my property, has only been built within the last couple of years. This construction should
have alerted the county that the lots were not one and I believe there is an argument that the
county should have done their due diligence in investigating the matter and informing those
affected if in fact the restriction in referenced deed had been broken.
I would also reference 3505.13 G, 2.a within the land use code which states,
“for a site consisting of two (2) or more contiguous parcels, setback requirements along
the interior property lines may be reduced or eliminated if: a. An overall development plan has
been approved for the site and the site continues to be developed as one entity according to
the approved development plan.”

I further question the approval of the application for this particular construction based
on the fact that there was never a development plan filed and that the lots were developed
independently of one another. The county should have been aware at this point that the
restriction in the deed had been broken. Through the approval and construction of the Piney
Acres home, the violation was solidified which, according to the county, caused a structure on
my property to change legal status. At the least, had I have been alerted at that time, prior to
doing any work on the property, we would have adjusted our building plans accordingly.
None-the-less, over the last several months, as I have researched the history behind the
initial construction of this outbuilding due to the county’s stance on it’s the legality and the
assessment of the rear setback boundaries, I have found the planning department’s assessment
of this structure as nonconforming to be incorrect.
According to Land Title, no permanent or binding resolution was ever resolved between
the county and the original owner. As such, the deed presented to the county stating that Lot
10 within Dillon Valley and the Piney Acres lot would never be sold separately equates to
nothing more than an unenforceable promise. According to Land Title, “Without such a
document, we usually would not consider these lots to have been legally combined, despite the
language in the deed”. Land Title also goes on to state that such a deed would not bind any
subsequent owners to the conditions within said deed. With no resolution or replat to merge
the adjacent lots ever completed pertaining to this agreement, these properties have always
existed as separate lots. As such, through the approval for the initial construction of this
building the county granted its existence within the 25’ rear setback of 718 Deer Path, Lot 10,
block 3. A variance to the rear setback is implicit through the approval of the permit and
construction of the building. The revisions being proposed and those already initiated do not
impact or alter the conditions by which the building had been approved nearly fifty years ago
and therefore should not be considered to be work that is beholden to the rear setback on the
property or in violation of the general setback for the area.
To further support the legality of this structure, as briefly mentioned above, I would
point out that the Dumler’s did not accurately represent the position of this structure on the
property within in their initial permit submittal. There exists a discrepancy in the recorded ILC
for this property in that there is a 3.9 foot overlap between this property and the adjacent
Piney Acres lot. As per the land use code 3505.13, section B.
“Setbacks are measured perpendicular from the lot or parcel boundary that borders the
setback area to be measured. “
The Dumlers only recorded the distance from the building to their fence line. In reality,
the building is located approximately 13.9’ from the rear parcel boundary line. The ILC notes
this overlap and also records the distance of the outbuilding to the fence line, which is still
installed along the Piney Acre lot line and not the Dillon Valley lot line.

Again, I would present these facts as additional proof as to the building’s legal status
and the absence of a violation to the rear setback and that a variance is not required. I ask that
the Board of Adjustments consider this structure to be a legal building and recognize the
construction to be legitimate.

Project Details
The updating portion of this scope includes a number of revisions to bring the building up to
code and to current structural standards of construction such as:
1. Replacing weather damaged structural plates, studs, and exterior sheeting.
a. Prolonged and repeated exposure to standing water and ice had resulted in
damage to these elements so much so, that the integrity of the structure had
been substantially compromised with the building leaning and sagging to the
southwest corner.
2. Replacing structurally compromised rafters.
a. There was warpage in the roof line due to low pitch, construction methods, and
years of snow load. These were handmade trusses, constructed out of 2x4 and
2x6 material that after nearly fifty years, were sagging and structurally unsound.
Some of these had also been notched to run a stove vent through.
3. Reworking the electrical supply to the structure.
a. The initial feed to the building had been illegally ran. A sidearm had been
installed without the knowledge of Xcel Energy, circumventing metering. This
installation had also been done below code standards and as a result, the lines
had significant damage, nearly severing the connection, and creating an
electrical hazard.
In addition to these necessary structural and code repairs, we would like to also update
the building to better match the main dwelling and Summit County standards. We are
requesting permission to add a loft and increase the height of the structure that falls within the
contested rear setback of the lot. The original footprint and overhangs of the structure would
be maintained so that only the height would differ from the original conditions in which the
building had previously been approved to exist on the property.

Project Significance

We are currently in the middle of a large remodel on our main dwelling, this update
includes a substantial increase to the building height as well as the addition of an accessory
apartment for long-term rental for local employees. It was always our intention to remodel the
home at some point and had planned on updating this outbuilding to match the main house
when we did so. This building is a garage, not a random shed one might see in other backyards
within Dillon Valley and as such, existed as a significant structure and factor when purchasing
the property, both in value and potential use.
When we purchased the property, nearly eight years ago, this building was a huge factor
in that decision and contributed significantly to the cost of the home. It was our hope to one
day use this building as a studio and instructional space for local youth to participate in clay,
metal, and wood-based arts. The proposed revisions would shore up the structure, eliminate
the seasonal ice and water buildup on the concrete floor, and allow a more appropriate space
for this purpose of instruction and work-related activities. I am a local home builder,
blacksmith, and a carpenter while my wife is a middle school art teacher and a practicing artist.
My line of work consistently requires that I do projects out of my home, welding and metal
work along with some custom wood working while my wife often uses her classroom space to
provide additional instruction to her students. Had we known the county’s interpretation of this
detached building and the limitations we now face we may not have purchased this property.
I believe the extremely subjective nature of the stipulation of reasonable use on one’s
property to deny the approval of this variance would be imprudent. The fact that a garage
exists on the property should not be the sole variable in this determination. I believe the
circumstances around the limited use of said garage should play into this decision as special
needs exist within my family and the altered nature of the property to accommodate another
family, both of which limit the type of activities and the times in which these activities can be
performed within this space. The attached garage cannot reasonably or safely house the
workspace needed to facilitate any activities other than housing our vehicles. With the addition
of the long-term rental property located directly above this area, we lose the ability to use the
garage as a workspace or to host the aforementioned activities without causing disturbance to
the family we will now be sharing our space with. Reasonable use requires consideration for the
work activities I must perform on the property. In addition to these limitations, we also have a
six-year-old son with Fragile X Syndrome and Autism who, as a symptom of his conditions, is
extremely sensitive to loud noises and fine dust particles such as wood, metal, and clay which
make using the attached garage for these activities problematic. We can’t store belongings that
he’ll come in contact with in this space without causing issues. The updates proposed to the
detached structure would allow for a much safer and controlled work environment and cause
less disturbance to both the accessory unit residents we are sharing our space with, and our
own children.
Another factor in this consideration is that construction has already begun. All major
changes to the structure’s height are complete. I began construction on this building prior to

obtaining a permit and regret making that decision. However, given the fact that I believed I
had done my due diligence in vetting the history of the property and the viability of the work
being performed along with the fact that we already had an active permit on the property, I
approached this work as I have any other project I’ve done within the county over the last
fifteen years.
The work on this structure began shortly after we had completed the framing on the
new garage and apartment. The framing crew was unable to move onto the main dwelling as a
delay in manufacturing for the roof components stopped construction. Out of fear of losing the
crew to another builder, I set them to the task of shoring up the outbuilding. I had them begin
the repairs needed on the base plates and wall systems only to see that the extent of the scope
would grow due to the extensive damage to the structure. Seeing what was needed to repair
the building, we decided to increase the scope of the remodel to incorporate our dreams for
the space, adding a loft and increasing the height of the structure to accommodate the storage
of materials, and to free up working space below to store our RV. Storing our RV in our
driveway will no longer be an option once we have tenants in our accessory apartment. With
the breath of the work expanding, I knew I would need to reach out to the building department
and permit this work.
I began the design and structural drawings while contacting the building department in
spring of 2021 to confirm that I could add this scope onto the existing permit. I was informed by
the head of the department through email correspondence that it should be fine to do so. Due
to the small size of the structure and the fact that I readily had all the materials on hand and a
framing crew eager to complete the work and move back to the main building, this work was
completed by the time I submitted for permit and was informed of the building’s status. It was
at this point that I immediately stopped construction and began the process of trying to
navigate options to resolve this situation. It is not uncommon for a builder to begin work on an
increased scope prior to receiving a formal approval from the building department so long as
the work being performed has been done in conjunction with an architect or engineer. Only
until this last month in fact, has the Breckenridge building department allowed framing
inspections to occur without submitting approved plan so long as the documents being used
onsite have been stamped by an engineer. I sought input and design from both the architect
and structural engineer to verify my design as the work was being performed as to not proceed
with revisions that might not pass construction standards as I have many other times on the
custom homes I construct around Summit County. I would like to make it clear that I in no way
sought to circumvent regulations in doing this work and that the status of this outbuilding was
discovered because I approached the building department once I realized the scope was
growing beyond basic repairs. Furthermore, I immediately stopped construction once the status
of the building came under question.

Criteria for Argument
1. The strict application of the County's Zoning Regulations would result in peculiar and
exceptional practical difficulties to, or exceptional and undue hardship upon, the property
owner in the development of the property because of special circumstances applicable to the
property such as size, shape, topography or other extraordinary or exceptional physical
conditions.
2. The variance can be granted without substantial detriment to the public health, safety and
welfare.
3. The variance can be granted without substantial impairment of the intent of the County's
Zoning Regulations.
4. Granting the variance does not constitute a grant of special privilege in excess of that
enjoyed by other property owners in the same zoning district.
5. Reasonable use of the property is not otherwise available without granting of a variance and
the variance being granted is the minimum necessary to allow for reasonable use.
6. The parcel for which the variance is being granted was not created in violation of County
zoning or subdivision regulations, or in violation of Colorado State Statutes.
7. The county’s application of the structural upgrades that need to be modified are not a cause
for dismissal.

CRITERION I: THE STRICT APPLICATION OF THE COUNTY'S ZONING REGULATIONS WOULD
RESULT IN PECULIAR AND EXCEPTIONAL PRACTICAL DIFFICULTIES TO, OR EXCEPTIONAL AND
UNDUE HARDSHIP UPON, THE PROPERTY OWNER IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROPERTY
BECAUSE OF SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES APPLICABLE TO THE PROPERTY SUCH AS SIZE, SHAPE,
TOPOGRAPHY OR OTHER EXTRAORDINARY OR EXCEPTIONAL PHYSICAL CONDITIONS.
The strict enforcement of county regulations upon the property to deny the revisions to
this structure at this time would create an unfair and undue hardship upon me for multiple
reasons.
This property was purchased by the McIntosh family with a legal detached structure
already in existence. This structure has been used and modified unrestricted, without
enforcement of the planning department’s interpretation of its legal status, for the last fortyeight years. Changing the classification of this structure at this time would restrict the full use of
this structure down to less than one third.
Secondly, the claimed 25’ setback requirements were waived for the original
construction of the building based on a deed agreement that had no binding or enforceable

resolution attached to it. By neglecting to secure a permanent resolution to the initial setback
violation, of which multiple options existed at the time that are no longer possible solutions,
the county essentially approved a variance for the initial construction of this building to the
Dumlers as it sat on the property. As such the County cannot fairly apply the regulations
pertaining to the rear set back upon the structure and the property at this time.
Additionally, denying an amendment would lay the circumventing of the deed
agreement onto me without any notice. Without a variance, I now must report this building to
be other than legal and would be limited to the upgrades I can perform to it. This classification
would present a significant loss in value to my family. We paid a premium for the property
which included this structure. Had we been aware of the status of this building and the
limitations on it, we would not have purchased this property, that at the time was valued
significantly higher than comparable homes based solely on the existence of this reportedly
legal building. This will be a blight on the property, chasing away potential buyers or lowering
the value of the property. The impact would be detrimental to the equity of the home.
I would also call attention to multiple detached structures that exist at several homes
within the Dillon Valley subdivision and are located within the rear setback.
To deny the updating of a legal structure that bear no greater impact to the rear setback
would be unfair.
I would also point out that similar variances have recently been granted by the BOA
such as PLN21-099 in which new construction was permitted within established setbacks. This
particular approval limited the distance of the side setback down to 5 feet with the back of the
structure allowing less than 7’ to navigate the site. There is currently more than 13’ of room to
navigate the rear of this structure while still remaining on the property with 10’ on the side. As
this building was already in existence and there are no changes to the footprint or the distance
of the overhangs, the outcome of approving this particular variance has no impact on access or
navigation on the site.
CRITERION 2: THE VARIANCE CAN BE GRANTED WITHOUT SUBSTANTIAL DETRIMENT TO THE
PUBLIC HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELFARE
There are no referral agencies that express concerns with this proposal for a variance
due to the fact that the structure has existing on the property for nearly fifty years and the
revisions do not alter the footprint of the structure. In fact, the issuance of a variance would
provide a safer access to the utilities servicing the community at this location. As noted on the
site plan, the Xcel Energy switch box is located on the very edge of the utility easement,
currently approximately 6’ from the corner of the building. The original construction, due to the
low roof height and eves made it difficult to maneuver equipment around the structure without
risking damaging the building. Raising the roof creates a safer environment to work on the
service. At present, Xcel Energy accesses this switchbox, which services multiple homes within
both the Dillon Valley and the Piney Acres subdivisions, solely through my property by means of

Deer Path Road, driving equipment alongside the west side of my property. According to the
plat recording no such easement exists through my lot. The rear designated easement within
Dillon Valley that provides the means to access this piece of equipment is in such a condition
that accessing the service from these locations would require extensive tree removal and
excavation work of the common utility easement. The utility company uses the space between
this building and the fence that runs along the west side of the property rather than the
designated easement so much so, that they have asked that I install a gate for them between
the detached structure and the west fence for future ease of access which I have incorporated
into the design. Raising the roof directly over this switch box makes for much safer access.
Finally, the topography of the north end of the Piney Acre lot, directly behind this
structure, is a steep hill and practically unbuildable without significant cost. This particular
home and all other developments along that road are located at the top of the hill next to the
road.
CRITERION 3: THE VARIANCE CAN BE GRANTED WITHOUT SUBSTANTIAL IMPAIRMENT OF THE
INTENT OF THE COUNTY'S ZONING REGULATIONS.
As noted in similar variance requests, the nature of the County Zoning Regulations such
that they mean to ensure compatibility of land uses, efficient and economical use of land, and
adequate light and air in development projects. They are also intended to prevent development
of areas subject to environmental hazards, and encourage development projects that are
functional, exhibit good design and aesthetics, and protect the County's natural resources and
scenic beauty. Granting a variance for the continuation of construction on the existing building
is consistent with the County Zoning Regulations and would further meet their intentions.
As mentioned above, the Dillon Valley Subdivision Protective Covenants recorded Oct. 2,
1968 at rec. no. 110915 supersede the land use development code and the application of a 25’
rear setback. These covenants should be recognized, and it should be determined that no
impact to the rear setback exists for an outbuilding, but a 20’ rear setback does exist for
dwellings. As such, the legality of the building and the position on the property should not be in
question and make the need for a variance irrelevant. The building location restrictions in the
Protective Covenants are copied below:

Beyond the legal determination of the building, as it sat prior to my renovations, it was
outdated and had fallen into disrepair. These improvements significantly enhance the beauty of
the community for all members. As mentioned previously, the updates also allow for a more
functional and better design in that by raising the roof height more space is provided for the
clearance of equipment in order to service the Xcel Energy equipment located in close
proximity to the structure. The proposed repairs and upgrades to the structure better convey
the standards of communities within Summit County. The new materials and building practices
enhance not only my property but the community as a whole. As such the value and quality of
homes within Dillon Valley continues to climb and better match our counterparts throughout
the county. I have attached letters from adjacent property owners expressing their support for
this project. I would also add that the nature of the proposed use for the building as a place of
learning and a communal hub for the arts, would serve to enhance the community as well.
CRITERION 4: GRANTING THE VARIANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A GRANT OF SPECIAL
PRIVILEGE IN EXCESS OF THAT ENJOYED BY OTHER PROPERTY OWNERS IN THE SAME ZONING
DISTRICT.
Approving this variance to continue the updates to the existing structure would not
constitute the granting of any special privileges beyond those enjoyed by other residents of the
community as the structure was already in existence and I am not changing the historical
impact of the building upon the property.
Further more, section 3505.18 within the land use code expressly permits the
designation of this structure as a workshop and studio space.
“D. Other Uses Permitted in Garages: Garages may contain workshops, storage areas,
dog washes, chemical washouts (for residential uses only in residential zoning districts), utility
sinks, offices, artist studios, and other similar uses. In detached garages, bedrooms not
associated with an approved accessory apartment are prohibited. Bathrooms are permitted in

detached garages but are limited to a sink and a toilet. Wet bars are not permitted in or above
a detached garage.”
I would also point out that there exists similar structures on multiple properties
throughout the Dillon Valley subdivision. These structures are located on the rear of the lots
and most are positioned a few feet away from the rear fence lines adjacent to the Piney Acres
Development. Although these structure are slightly smaller, multiple are constructed in a
permanent fashion so the granting of permission to continue updates to the existing structure
would not constitute such privileges.
Once again, as the structure has already been in existence for decades the granting of
this variance would not constitute the granting of any additional privileges that had not already
been bestowed.
CRITERION 5: REASONABLE USE OF THE PROPERTY IS NOT OTHERWISE AVAILABLE WITHOUT
GRANTING OF A VARIANCE AND THE VARIANCE BEING GRANTED IS THE MINIMUM
NECESSARY TO ALLOW FOR REASONABLE USE.
This outbuilding has existed on the property for forty eight years as a legal structure, as
such, reasonable use of the property should also be extended to include the full use of this
building. If the county’s interpretation of the legal status of this structure is supported, the
decision would limit it’s use to less than one third. The notion that I can modify the remaining
portion of the building as an alternative to the planned revisions is misleading.
As argued in my narrative. The existence of an attached garage cannot be viewed as
contributing to reasonable use as the addition of the affordable and long-term housing unit,
which the county is in dire need of, along with my family’s personal special needs, limit the
activities I can now perform within said garage. This use should not be defined by the subjective
interpretation of individuals who do not operate this space under these conditions.
I would also point out that the county’s assessment of reasonable use is in conflict to
the provision allowed within the code. 3505.18 within the land use code, sections A and C allow
for the proposed revisions to be permitted. As the total square footage of all the garages
located on the property do not exceed the maximum allowed on the lot.
“1,500 sq. ft. of floor area in a single-family dwelling that contains up to 3,000
square feet of floor area.” “Exceptions to Size Limits: Areas which are located within the
garage area of a dwelling or the garage structure, but are separated from the actual
parking areas, such as but not limited to workshop areas or rooms, storage areas and
utility areas, shall not be counted in the size of the garage if such areas are designed as
one of the following areas: 1. An area that has a floor elevation at least six (6) inches
higher or lower than the garage floor elevation. 2. An area that is physically separated
by a wall from the garage parking area (i.e., utility or storage rooms, a workshop area,
etc.) that clearly cannot accommodate the parking of a vehicle.”

As such, the entirety of the detached structure, shall not be counted as contributing to the total
square footage of garage space allowed on the lot as it is separate from vehicle parking and the
loft portion is elevated more than 6”.
Design guidelines also strictly state that parking for an accessory apartment cannot
impede the access to the garage and parking spaces allotted for the homeowners or vice versa.
This code limits the use of the attached garage even further as the need to evacuate the garage
each time we wished to use it for anything other than parking would immediately create a
parking violation on the property.
CRITERION 6: THE PARCEL FOR WHICH THE VARIANCE IS BEING GRANTED WAS NOT CREATED
IN VIOLATION OF COUNTY ZONING OR SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS, OR IN VIOLATION OF
COLORADO STATE STATUTES.
The parcel in question is legal and not in violation of county zoning regulations. The
detached building was deemed to be a legal conforming structure with permission granted to
exists on the property through the 1974 deed recording 175240 as well as the afore mentioned
building permit BP0700. No information has surfaced to support the notion that this building is
Legal but non-conforming or in violation of the rear setback.
CRITERION 7:
The planning department is citing a structural modification requirement as a cause for
denial. As both the planning and building departments are aware, structural modifications such
as this are commonplace. This item is simply an element of construction to be reviewed and a
prescriptive path for mitigation assigned by a structural engineer. Multiple solutions to this
item exists ab therefor should not be considered as a factor for denial.

I thank you for your time and consideration on this matter. I would ask that the BOA consider
the approval of this addendum not only as determined by the absences of impact to the lot or
community given that this structure has been in existence for nearly fifty years, but also as a
means for the slate to be cleared concerning the contested and convoluted history around the
lot pertaining to this outbuilding. An approval would prevent the consequences of our
predecessor’s actions from passing to my family.

Thank you.
Paul McIntosh

ATTACHMENT L

RESOLUTION NO. 2022 BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
OF THE
COUNTY OF SUMMIT
STATE OF COLORADO
A RESOLUTION DENYING PLN22-070, A VARIANCE TO INCREASE THE BULK AND
MASS OF A DETACHED GARAGE WITHIN THE 25-FOOT REAR SETBACK; LOT 10,
BLOCK 3, DILLON VALLEY SUB #1; A 0.27 ACRE PARCEL, ZONED R-6 WITH PLAN
(Applicant: Paul McIntosh)
WHEREAS, the applicant has applied to the Board of Adjustment for a variance to increase the
bulk and mass of an existing detached garage that is located partially within the 25’ rear setback; Lot 10,
Block 3, Dillon Valley Sub #1; a 0.27 acre parcel, zoned R-6 with Plan; and
WHEREAS, the Planning Department has reviewed the application and recommends denial to
the Board of Adjustment; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Adjustment reviewed the application at a public hearing on September
21, 2022, with public notice as required by law and considered the evidence and testimony presented at
the hearing; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Adjustment finds as follows:

1. The strict application of the County's Zoning Regulations would not result in peculiar and

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

exceptional practical difficulties to or exceptional and undue hardship upon the property owner in
the development of the property because the lot is of standard configuration, no steep slopes are
present, there is already a single family residence and two garages, and the proposed
improvements could be designed in a setback-compliant manner.
The variance cannot be granted without substantial impairment to the public health, safety, and
welfare since there are safety concerns associated with the structure as a two-story building on an
18” monolith foundation slab that does not meet Building Code requirements.
Granting this variance is inconsistent with the County Zoning Regulations since a setbackcompliant addition could be designed.
Granting this variance would constitute a grant of special privilege since reasonable use of the
property could be enjoyed without the granting of this variance.
Reasonable use of the property is available without granting a variance since there is already a
single family residence and two garages on the property. The variance requested is not the
minimum necessary as the variance is only necessary for the purposes of expanding the structure
to allow for additional workshop and art studio space.
The parcel for which the variance is being granted was not created in violation of County zoning
or subdivision regulations or in violation of Colorado State Statutes because the subject property
was legally created via the plat for Dillon Valley Subdivision No. 1, recorded under Reception
Number 110914 in 1968.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT OF THE
COUNTY OF SUMMIT, STATE OF COLORADO THAT a request for a variance to increase the
bulk and mass of a detached garage within the 25-foot rear setback, Lot 10, Block 3, Dillon Valley Sub
#1; a 0.27 acre parcel, zoned R-6 with Plan, is hereby denied.
ADOPTED THIS 21 DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2022.

COUNTY OF SUMMIT
STATE OF COLORADO
BY AND THROUGH ITS
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
___________________________________
Tony Lord, Chair
ATTEST:

________________________________
Suzanne Pugsley, Planner I

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tim Broomall
Suzanne Pugsley
718 Deer Path - McIntosh Remodel
Friday, September 09, 2022 12:08:49 PM

Hi Suzanne,
I am writing in support of the McIntosh Remodel on 718 Deer Path rd.
I find it unacceptable that the McIntosh family ( a long-time local family who is an active part
of this small community) has been forced to jump through unreasonable hoops set in place by
the building dept.
With the remodel the McIntosh family has been working to complete, they are updating their
home as well as adding additional long-term housing that is much needed in our community.
The fact that this project has been threatened by the building dept. over necessary updates to
the back garage is ridiculous. When the McIntosh family bought their home, the garage in
question was built in-place by the previous owner and inspected by the county. Why then, is
the McIntosh family being punished by upgrading the building? The footprint has remained
the same and they have taken what was previously an outdated building with safety issues, and
upgraded it to be safe, code compliant, and functional.
I would like to see the building department take a strong stance in support of our local
community, not hassle the few valuable contributing members we have. I will be there on Sept
21 at 5:30 at the county commons to voice my VERY stong opinion on this matter.
Thank you,
-Tim
-Tim Broomall
970.402.8634

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen Traweek
Suzanne Pugsley
McIntosh Project - Dillon Valley
Friday, September 09, 2022 11:43:02 AM

Hi,
I am reaching out regarding the McIntosh project in Dillon Valley. It is my understanding that
the project is being held-up do to the outbuilding on the property. If that is true, I would like
to voice my opinion in favor of Pete and Ann McIntosh and their project.
My wife's family has lived in Dillon Valley since the mid-80's and when we walk by there, we
love the new look and value it brings to the community. I live in Silverthorne and believe
those who wish to improve older properties should be given a bit of grace in doing so.
Kind regards,
Stephen Traweek
281.309.7040

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Zachary Rauen
Suzanne Pugsley
McIntosh Family Project
Saturday, September 10, 2022 1:04:07 PM

Hi Suzanne,
I'm writing in support of Pete McIntosh and his family. Their plans for the outbuilding on
their property are tasteful and will be completed in the highest quality manner possible. Pete
and his family will be doing the county a favor by restoring and maintaining this building.
Sincerely,
Zach Rauen

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alex Rae Cooper
Suzanne Pugsley
718 Deer Path Rd
Monday, September 12, 2022 7:24:33 AM

Hi Suzanne,
I am reaching out in support of the project on 718 Deer Path Road in Dillon Valley. It is clear the McIntosh
family is working to make positive repairs to their property while benefiting the community simultaneously.
Not only are they involved greatly in the community professionally, but they have also put their roots down
and are raising their family here. As mentioned in the Project Narrative, this structure has been in
existence since the seventies and they desire to make it a safe, usable space. Also, their project also
plans to offer a long-term housing unit. I am sure you are aware of the need for long-term housing options
for our local workforce and one more unit means a lot. I believe there to be other solutions that do not
include denial for the project. Thank you for your time.

-Have a wonderful day,
Alex Rae Cooper

